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information sharing is at the root of scholarship and education

the system of print publishing is a system of sharing knowledge

then came the move to digital ...
the web revolutionized search, commerce, collaboration
sharing became cheaper, easier technically

costs of copying, moving, storing ... down to nearly zero

ability to link between nodes of information (dating back to 1980s)
yet ...
most of the useful knowledge is \textit{inaccessible}.

most of the useful knowledge is in the \textit{wrong technology}.

the ability to \textit{build upon} is often (unknowingly) stifled.
make sharing easy, legal and scalable

integrated approach

building part of the infrastructure for knowledge sharing
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I.

publishing:

it’s no longer about the container.
media company response: adjust the physical media force the cd format

ignore that people... like to make mixes.
facing the same paradigm shift for education, science
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2. the “paper metaphor” and why *access* is crucial
scholarship entrenched in idea of transmitting knowledge via *paper*

mentality reflected even in the way we describe “*papers*”

static, one-dimensional documents, compilations
in the digital world, “papers” can become living, breathing works
digitally enabled education

linking to courseware, relevant discussions, information, videos, tools
3. content needs to be *legally* and *technically* accessible

... and what we mean by “access”
RESTRICTIONS ON USAGE OF THE LICENSED PRODUCTS/ INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS

GTC1 The Licensed Products may not be used (directly or indirectly) for any of the following purposes: substantial or systematic reproduction; redistribution, reselling or sublicensing in any manner including in connection with fee for-service use; supply or distribution in any form to anyone other than Authorized Users, except as may be expressly set forth otherwise in this Agreement; substantial or systematic retention of the Licensed Products. Subscriber shall not use spider or web-crawling or other software programs, routines, robots or other mechanized devices to continuously and automatically search and index any content accessed online under this Agreement.
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Open Access (OA) unlocks the content
“By open access to the literature, we mean its **free availability** on the public internet, **permitting users** to read, download, copy, distribute, print, search, or link to the **full texts** of the articles, **crawl them for indexing**, pass them as **data to software**, or use them for any other lawful purpose, without financial, legal or technical barriers other than those inseparable from gaining access to the internet itself.”
“The only constraint on reproduction and distribution, and the only role for copyright in this domain, should be to give authors control over the integrity of their work and the right to be properly acknowledged and cited.”
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You are free:

- to Share — to copy, distribute and transmit the work
- to Remix — to adapt the work

Under the following conditions:

- Attribution. You must attribute the work in the manner specified by the
License Your Work

choose license

With a Creative Commons license, you keep your copyright but allow people to copy and distribute your work provided they give you credit — and only on the conditions you specify here. For those new to Creative Commons licensing, we've prepared a list of things to think about. If you want to offer your work with no conditions, choose the public domain.

Allow commercial uses of your work?
- Yes
- No

Allow modifications of your work?
- Yes
- Yes, as long as others share alike
- No

Jurisdiction of your license
- United States

Additional Information
The additional fields are optional, but will be embedded in the HTML generated for your license. This allows users of your work to determine how to attribute it or where to go for more information about the work.

Tell us the format of your work: Other

Title of work
- Creative Commons Presenta

Attribute work to name
- Fred Benenson

Attribute work to URL
- www.fredbenenson.com

Source work URL

More permissions URL

Select a License
License Your Work

Here is the license you've chosen

You have selected the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 United States License. See how the license will look to your site's visitors.

What to do next

Have your own website?
Copy the text below to your Web site to let your visitors know what license applies to your works.

```html
<a rel="license" href="http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/us/">Creative Commons License</a> style="border-width:0;"
src="http://i.creativecommons.org/l/by/3.0/us/88x31.png"></a></span>
xmlns:dc="http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/"
property="dc:title">Creative Commons Presentation</span> by a
xmlns:cc="http://creativecommons.org/ns#"
href="www.fredbenenson.com"
property="cc:attributionName"
Select the contents of the box above and copy it. Or, have it emailed to yourself.

Need more help? Read our tutorial.
```
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Attribution. You must attribute the work in the manner specified by the author or licensor (but not in any way that suggests that they endorse you or your use of the work).

- For any reuse or distribution, you must make clear to others the license terms of this work. The best way to do this is with a link to this web page.
- Any of the above conditions can be waived if you get permission from the copyright holder.
- Nothing in this license impairs or restricts the author's moral rights.
License

THE WORK (AS DEFINED BELOW) IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS CREATIVE COMMONS PUBLIC LICENSE ("CCPL" OR "LICENSE"). THE WORK IS PROTECTED BY COPYRIGHT AND/OR OTHER APPLICABLE LAW. ANY USE OF THE WORK OTHER THAN AS AUTHORIZED UNDER THIS LICENSE OR COPYRIGHT LAW IS PROHIBITED.

BY EXERCISING ANY RIGHTS TO THE WORK PROVIDED HERE, YOU ACCEPT AND AGREE TO BE BOUND BY THE TERMS OF THIS LICENSE. TO THE EXTENT THIS LICENSE MAY BE CONSIDERED TO BE A CONTRACT, THE LICENSOR GRANTS YOU THE RIGHTS CONTAINED HERE IN CONSIDERATION OF YOUR ACCEPTANCE OF SUCH TERMS AND CONDITIONS.

1. Definitions

a. "Adaptation" means a work based upon the Work, or upon the Work and other pre-existing works, such as a translation, adaptation, derivative work, arrangement of music or other alterations of a literary or artistic work, or phonogram or performance and includes cinematographic adaptations or any other form in which the Work may be recast, transformed, or adapted including in any form recognizably derived from the original, except that a work that constitutes a Collection will not be considered an Adaptation for the purpose of this License. For the avoidance of doubt, where the Work is a musical work, performance or phonogram, the synchronization of the Work in timed-relation with a moving image ("synching") will be considered an Adaptation for the purpose of this License.

b. "Collection" means a collection of literary or artistic works, such as encyclopedias and anthologies, or performances, phonograms or broadcasts, or other works or subject matter other than works listed in Section 1(f) below, which, by reason of the selection and arrangement of their contents, constitute intellectual creations, in which the Work is included in its entirety in unmodified form along with one or more other contributions, each constituting separate and independent works in themselves, which together are assembled into a collective whole. A work that constitutes a Collection will not be considered an Adaptation (as defined above) for the purposes of this License.
Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 United States License.
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4.
don’t forget the technical component
agreement is hard.
design for maximum reuse

data without structure and annotation is a lost opportunity.

keep interoperability and access in mind

allow for snap together integration of the tools, courseware, research literature
what’s needed?

common standards, right software accessible data and content harmonization technically, legally annotation, ability to link build for *network effects*
education is iterative
allow for that adaptation
discoverability is key
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